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Abstract
This deliverable presents the initial outcome of the requirements analysis for the
hardware and software features of the AGILE gateway. It also contains the proposed
software stack architecture for the software components of the gateway.
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1 Introduction
The core objective of D3.1 is to deliver the requirements for the data management, user
management, device discovery and developers module that will provide the main
functionalities of AGILE software from an end-user perspective. These requirements
have been defined according to the envisioned features, the IoT community input, as well
as basic requirements from the Pilots.
In addition, we have proceeded with the definition of the AGILE software architecture
based on the latter requirements. Aspects like security requirements or more detailed
requirements based on pilots are ongoing work and will be included in future deliverables.
As discussed in Section 6, the approach taken for the architecture, enables partners to add
required components and implementations as needed, also at later stages of the AGILE
project development.
The following section introduces mainly the approach taken and methodology for the
requirements specification.

1.1 Approach and Methodology
The AGILE objective is to build a modular, reconfigurable and adaptive gateway for the
IoT by going beyond the state of the art technology currently used to build IoT gateways
and by leveraging on open source solutions and communities. In order to address this
ambitious objective, the approach that the project has selected as an execution
methodology lies in addressing consecutive rapid iteration cycles and platform releases
in order to maximize dissemination, user engagement and community adoption. Such a
lean approach involves not only the requirements but also the technical specification of
the AGILE Gateway solution. In this sense, this document summarizes the outcomes of
the project initiation phase with regard to requirements specification and software
architecture definition representing the first iteration for the AGILE gateway
requirements and technical specifications consolidated in order to address the first AGILE
hardware and software release as well as foreseen intermediate releases, including the M9
internal delivery of the first software platform prototype and demo.
Even though the requirements and the technical specification will be revised during the
foreseen iterations of the project this first iteration is important since it establishes the
basis for the identification of core functionalities and capabilities that the AGILE IoT
Gateway will support and lays the foundation for the technological choices on top of
which the technical solution of the project will be developed.
The AGILE project will follow an “Agile Model Driven Development” whereby a series
of iterations starts with the initial requirements and architectural specification that will
then be refined, validated and reviewed during the development and external testing
phases of the whole project lifecycle. The following picture summarizes the approach that
AGILE project is adopting for supporting the definition and consolidation of software
requirements and architecture definition.
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Figure 1: Agile Model Driven Development Methodology
Thus, the following document represents the first consolidation (iteration 0) of the
baseline for functional and non-functional requirements that the AGILE IOT gateway will
address in terms of the software solution and of the software architecture. These will be
the basis to support the design and implementation of the AGILE software releases.
During the project lifecycle both requirements and the architecture will be validated,
revised and updated according to the outcomes coming from feedback collected by early
adopters and involved external stakeholders. Deviations/evolutions of requirements and
technical specifications will be managed internally through the base-lining current
deliverable within the internal project repository. Moreover, further releases of this
document will be issued in case of relevant deviations from the current status, and in any
case as a General Assembly decision.
Parts of this document are also live documents in the project’s GitHub open source
repository (https://github.com/Agile-IoT), so that they can be updated based on
requirements and information collected from project partners and also from contributions
by the IoT developer’s community.
The AGILE IoT Gateway will be delivered as a modular hardware and software solution.
While deliverable D1.1 (“AGILE Gateway architecture specifications and initial design”)
will focus on the specification of the hardware architecture of AGILE, this deliverable
will focus on functional and non-functional requirements and technical specifications
(architecture) that will drive the definition and implementation of the full AGILE
software stack.
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2 AGILE Requirements Specification
2.1.1 Requirements engineering
The requirements specifications are managed by AGILE according to a predefined
reference methodology that is can be generally described by a set of logical phases that
will be executed during all the iteration phases of the project.
The main goal of the requirements engineering activity is to define, document and
maintain the requirements of a system/solution in a way that enables shared understanding
of the problems and needs (requirements) of the project among different stakeholders.
The process of RE consists of five major phases with clearly defined goals:
• Requirements elicitation and identification is the most important part that can,
despite its simple goal, prove to be non-trivial. Due to the tacit knowledge of
different stakeholder groups it might be difficult to identify the expectations
explicitly, and without explicit formulation the final solution can be
unsatisfactory. Some of the popular techniques for requirements elicitation are:
interviewing, workshops, brainstorming, introspection, modelling, perusing
existing documentation, reuse of requirements of similar projects and system
archaeology.
• Requirements analysis encompasses gaining a detailed understanding of project,
conceptual modelling and resolution of possible conflicts between individual
requirements and/or stakeholders.
• Requirements specification encompasses documentation of the system hardware
and software requirements. That provides a systematic overview that serves as a
basis for the validation of the requirements.
• Requirements validation is a continuous process that takes place throughout the
project, with the goal of ensuring that the final solution satisfies the needs of all
stakeholders.
• Requirements management also takes place throughout the project, with the
goal of identifying, documenting and managing any changes in a traceable way,
and communicating and coordinating such changes by involving all relevant
stakeholders.

Figure 2: Requirements Engineering Methodology
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During iteration 0 in particular, AGILE project has used the following steps in order to
reach the baseline of requirements described in the following deliverable:

Figure 3: Process for Requirement Engineering in this initial project iteration
The baseline of requirements has been collected involving the wider set of potential
stakeholders interested in the adoption of AGILE results and in particular:
1. All project partners: in the consortium a set of different stakeholders are
represented ranging from software developers, to CTO, CEOs of involved
companies working at a different extent in the IoT market domain. The company
partners of the AGILE project have indeed contributed to the requirement analysis
in accordance with their specific exploitation plans including specific
requirements deriving from their specific customers needs;
2. External developer communities: the Developers Survey executed by Eclipse
during M3 has provided quite a meaningful input on what the IoT developers are
using for implementing IoT/M2M solutions/products.
The activities that have leaded to the definition of AGILE requirements may be
summarized as follows:
• Analysis on the state of the art of IoT Gateways, challenges and beyond: an
extensive analysis of current market solutions in the industrial domain, and in
the open source domain has been conducted and an analysis of what AGILE can
offer beyond current state has given an input to the requirements definition. A
summary of results of this activity is summarized in par. 6.1.
• Definition of generic use cases for AGILE Gateway usage: a set of generic use
cases have been developed involving all project partners in order to collect all
expectations coming from the different project stakeholders; these generic use
cases have been used to elicit then requirements specified in this document;
• Pilots software requirements analysis: pilot activities foreseen in the AGILE
project aim at demonstrating capabilities and at assessing and validating AGILE
potential in different application domains. For this reason for this initial iteration
of the project, pilots have been a mandatory and important source of
requirements (even if during project lifecycle additional potential domains will
be tested and validated thanks to the involvement of external stakeholder,
especially through the Open Calls mechanism).
3. The direct involvement of external developers from the early state of the project
aimed at integrating from the inception external requirements.
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Software requirements consolidated in this phase and described in par. 0 and par. 4 have
been the input also for the definition of the software architecture described in par.0.

3 Functional Requirements Definition
3.1 Generic AGILE Use Cases
The purpose of this section is to provide ideas on how AGILE hardware and software
shall be used by end-users and developers to perform various IoT tasks through the
gateway.
Generic User Steps
Connect to the gateway
Users should be able to access the gateway (and its features) in the following ways:
- Local network access:
Using their browser and point at something such as http://agile-gw.local
They should be presented with a main User Interface allowing them to invoke and use the
additional UIs (Developer’s UI, Device Management, Data Management, etc.) and also
perform basic actions (user management, check gateway status, etc.)
Using SSH: typical SSH access - no AGILE specific implementation, users
(advanced ones) should use it ‘at their own risk’. SSH access should be enabled/disabled
by the main management UI (but enabled by default)
- Remote network access:
Users should be able to access features of the gateway (i.e. perform basic gateway
management operations, visualize data, check device status, etc.) remotely using resin.io
Add a network module (BLE, ZigBee, LoRa, etc.)
• The user is connected to the AGILE gateway using their browser and selecting
the Device Management UI
• The user plugs a network module on the AGILE gateway (USB device or Xbeelike module on the shield)
• The AGILE SW detects and recognizes the network module automatically. It
configures and activates (= downloads components if needed, loads kernel
modules, starts necessary daemons, etc.) all the essential software needed for
rendering the module available for use.
• A notification in the AGILE main UI informs the user about the new module
detection/installation process.
• The new module, once properly installed, appears in the Device Management UI
and the Gateway Management UI and features like ‘scan for devices’,
‘activate/deactivate’ are made available.
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Scan for nearby devices and connect/add them
• The user connects to the AGILE gateway by using their browser and selects the
Device Management UI
• A list with already connected (or previously configured) devices and one with the
current attached network modules (ZigBee, BLE, etc.) appear
• For each existing device, the status (active/inactive) as well as the current (or last
received value) - in case of sensors - are displayed.
• The user selects to perform a network scan for new devices
• While new devices are found they are displayed and the user can select them to
find more information and add them (connect/configure) to the list of connected
devices. If, upon discovery, the device provides the type of the device, apart from
the info, an appropriate icon is displayed (a nice-to-have feature).
• Upon connection with the selected device, the device appears in the list of
connected devices. In case of a sensor, current sensing values are presented in real
time, or in case of an actuator, the user can perform an action through available
buttons.
• The user has the option to ‘add’ the new device in the Developer’s UI: A new
Node-RED node is created that can be then inserted in a workflow, offering data
sensing input and/or actuations.
• The user can choose to receive recommendations for IoT apps using the new (or
similar) device. Recommendations can appear in the form of a list, the user can
select an app and view more information and install it.
• The user can select to receive recommendations for IoT Workflows (Node-RED)
that use the new (or similar devices). Recommendations can appear in the form of
a list, while the user can select a workflow and view more information and install
it through the developer's UI.
Store and visualise data
• The user accesses the Data Management UI
• A list with already added/configured sensing devices appears displaying their
status and the last retrieved stored (or the live) value.
• The user selects a newly added device. A new view on the UI allows the user to
configure how often (e.g., upon arrival, upon intervals, etc.) data should be
retrieved (polled) from the device and stored into the local database. The user can
also configure the data structure (i.e. select what data from the sensor will be
stored and also maybe add additional data - timestamp, location, etc.). A graph is
being reproduced in real time from the incoming device data.
• The user selects a device from the list: A new view on the UI displays one (or
more) visualization of the data retrieved from the database. The user can select
the time span of the visualized data and modify the graphs dynamically
• The user can export the data: they can select a time interval for which data will be
exported in common data formats (JSON, etc.). The user can also export the
graphs in common image file formats.
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Manage & install new IoT apps
• The user accesses the App Marketplace UI.
• The user can view the already installed IoT apps and manage them (remove them)
or configure them (modify access parameters).
• The user can search for new IoT apps.
• The user can receive recommendations for apps based on current gateway
configuration (modules installed) and connected devices available.
• The user can select to install a new app. App requirements and dependencies are
automatically resolved (dependencies are installed, etc.) and the app is installed
on the gateway.
• The user can potentially check which apps are active (running) and change their
status (stop/start them).
Create IoT Workflows
• The user opens the Developer’s UI
• Existing workflows are displayed.
• Among with typical nodes for basic functionality (communication with external
services, functions, etc.) special device nodes are listed based on the connected
devices and special nodes for protocol support.
• The user can ask for recommended workflows based on the gateway hardware
configuration and the connected devices.
• The user can create custom workflows by dragging the nodes on the workspace
and configuring/connecting them. Once a workflow is deployed, it can be
executed locally while the Developer’s UI is active.
• The user can access the internal datastore and use queries for data management in
the workflows.
• The user can create a custom workflow and have it running as a background
service (i.e. the developer’s UI doesn’t need to be active).
The user can export a custom workflow, package it and export it.

3.2 User & Group Management Interface
AGILE will offer a user management interface where users will be able to perform basic
user access control and authentication management features.

3.2.1 User and Group Management
UMI-UGM-01 - AGILE Gateway Users: the AGILE gateway will support the creation
and deletion of users having different roles in the access to Gateway capabilities. A
default user called “agile” will be predefined at installation time, having the capability for
administering the default set of gateway capabilities
UMI-UGM-02 – AGILE Gateway User Groups: users can be organized into “groups”
that will allow to share access to a common set of capabilities offered by the Gateway
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UMI-UGM-03 – AGILE Gateway User Roles: users and groups will define the
configuration of capabilities offered by the gateway to which users/group can have access.

3.2.2 User Management Interfaces
The management of users (i.e., addition of users, definition or roles and access levels,
revocation, etc.) will be performed through a graphical interface in the user’s browser.
The access control will be implemented through a RESTful and/or DBus API so the
different gateway (UI) components can validate whether the current user is eligible to
perform various actions.
More information on the user management and access control is being defined by WP5
and will be included in D5.1

3.3 Data Management
One of the core AGILE gateway features is the data storage and management at a local
level. Data from sensing devices (and also from online resources, e.g., external service
APIs) will be stored in a local database and visualized through a web interface. Additional
functionality needs to include:
• Option to select what sensors (i.e. connected devices) can store data
• Real time data visualization based on current sensor readings
• Selection of graph types to visualize past or real time data
• Selection of time period for preforming the visualization of past data stored in the
database
• Export of stored data in standard formats and the ability to export graphs in image
format.
Finally, the Data Management interface (itself or through the Developer’s interface)
should allow users to create custom data visualization dashboards for data coming from
their devices and/or online services.

3.4 Device Discovery & Management
The interface for device discovery and management shall enable users to manage their
IoT devices through an AGILE web interface. The interface shall provide discoverability
for devices, regardless of the wireless or wired technology and communication protocol.
Basic features that need to be provided are:
• Scanning for nearby wireless devices or wired devices connected to the same
network/interface on the gateway
• Listing already configured/connected devices
• Checking the status of listed devices
• Configuring listed devices
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In addition to the graphical interface, the latter features shall be exposed through an
internal API to other AGILE software modules and to potential application developers.

3.5 Developer’s Interface
Another core functionality of AGILE gateway software stack is the ability to create and
run applications on the gateway device itself. While developers will have the option to
install and execute applications using a command line interface (e.g. SSH) and their
preferred runtime environment (e.g., Java, Python, etc.) one of our objectives is to provide
them with a graphical interface that will allow them to create, deploy and execute
application logic. The idea is to allow both the fast development of prototype IoT
applications that run on the gateway and to enable users, not familiar with programming
languages, to be able to define runtime logic using their IoT devices, data from the
gateway or online resources and online services in an easy and intuitive way.
The following features need to be enabled in such a development interface:
• Graphical representation of application logic consisting of nodes that represent
IoT devices, functions and services
• Users shall be able to create and run and control the applications using only the
graphical environment
• Users shall be able to export and import applications that have been created using
the graphical tool
• Users shall be able to export applications created from the tool and deploy them
in Cloud infrastructures
• The interface should provide access to data and services (actions) of the connected
IoT devices and to online services

3.6 AGILE Recommendation Engine
This section gives an overview of the requirements specification for the AGILE
Recommendation Engine. More specifically it describes the different scenarios were the
Recommendation Engine can be used to provide enhanced functionality of the IoT
AGILE gateway.
There are different scenarios where recommendation technologies play a role in AGILE.
For example, a user installs an AGILE gateway to make his/her home smarter. The user
is already using temperature and pressure sensors and temperature and pressure alarm
applications. They buy a gas sensor, plugs it onto the gateway and then open the
management user interface of the gateway in the web browser. The user wants to receive
some app recommendations according to the overall setting on the gateway. They click
on the get recommendation button on the management user interface. On the basis of the
gateway profile, the AGILE recommender applies collaborative filtering on the profiles
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knowledge base. The recommender returns the recommended applications for the
gateway. The user selects the fire alarm app from the recommendation list and installs the
app. They also want to implement an own smart home application on the AGILE gateway.
Therefore, the user starts to build a workflow with the AGILE development user interface
by adding a temperature node which collects data from the installed temperature sensor.
The user then activates the recommender just to figure out how to best extend the current
workflow. On the basis of the current workflow content (the temperature node), a
collaborative filtering recommender can recommend possible extensions (e.g., a pressure
node).
In all of the mentioned scenarios, recommendation algorithms are in the need of
additional information outside the local gateway for determining a recommendation. If a
collaborative approach is used, installation data from other gateways is needed to infer
possible additional apps for the current gateway. In the case of content-based
recommendation, information about needed devices and related drivers has to be made
available. A major requirement for AGILE technologies is gateway autonomy. Even in
the case that network and Internet connections are unavailable, corresponding basic
functionalities should be available. A major issue for future work is to figure out in detail
in which contexts it makes sense to provide basic recommendation functionalities directly
on the gateway. Since there are scalability issues with regard to the execution of standard
recommendation approaches such as collaborative filtering and content-based filtering
directly on the gateway, alternative representations have to be developed that can be
exploited in the case that the gateway is not connected to the Internet.
1. Application Recommendation
1.1. Collaborative Filtering based Recommendation of Apps
On the basis of a given local gateway configuration (e.g., devices and drivers), a
recommender can provide a list of (additional) apps that can be of relevance.
Collaborative filtering can determine such recommendations on the basis of gateway
profile data collected in anonymous form (see, e.g., Table 1). For example, on the basis
of the installed devices and drivers, a recommender could propose additional apps that
can operate on the installed set of devices. Furthermore, a recommender could propose
extensions (e.g., additional devices) that are needed to support apps often installed/used
in similar gateway configurations.
A simplified example of a related recommendation approach is given in Table 1. In this
context, information about installation bases (profiles) from other gateways is used to
infer relevant apps to be additionally proposed/installed on the local gateway. Devices d1
and d3 are connected to the local gateway. The installation bases 1 and 3 (profiles) include
all the devices connected to the local gateway but include additional apps that are
currently not installed on the local gateway (these are the apps a2 and a3). Consequently,
these apps represent recommendation candidates for the local gateway.
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There are a couple of similarity metrics used in the context of collaborative filtering
scenarios for determining nearest neighbors. For the purposes of our examples, we
introduce a simplified formula that supports the identification of k-nearest neighbors4
(see Formula 1). If applied to the example of Table 1, profiles have to be associated with
the items contained in Formula 1.

Alternatively, collaborative filtering can exploit the ratings of users when interacting with
an app marketplace (in this context, users have to be associated with the items contained
in Formula 1). The underlying idea is that AGILE gateways can be connected to app
marketplaces where users can select and download apps that are of interest for their local
gateway installation. In this scenario, the evaluation data (ratings) of users serve as a basis
for determining recommendations (see Table 2): user 1 (the nearest neighbor) has
provided app evaluations which are similar to those of the current user. Consequently, a
collaborative recommender proposes apps to the current user which have been
investigated by the nearest neighbor but not by the current user (e.g., app7 ).

1.2. Content-based Recommendation of Apps
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Another simple alternative for recommending apps is to implement a content-based
recommendation approach where apps can be recommended for installation if their
required devices (it is assumed that this information is given for each app) are
”compatible” with the local gateway configuration (profile). Please also note that it is
possible to support scenarios where apps are recommended that do require additional
hardware/device driver components in order to work properly. When applying a
content-based filtering based approach, recommended items are determined on the
basis of the similarity of the local gateway profile information (e.g., in terms of
installed devices) and the profile information of apps available, for example, on a
marketplace in the cloud. Similar to collaborative filtering, there are different types
of similarity metrics. For the purposes of our examples, we introduce a simplified
formula that supports the identification of, for example, relevant apps for the local
gateway (see Formula 2).

Formula 2 determines the similarity on the basis of the information about installed
devices. However, this approach can be extended to include further information, for
example, regarding installed modules and network protocols available on the
gateway. In our example of Table 3, app 2 has the highest similarity with the local
profile information, therefore this app is recommended to the user. Note that contentbased recommendation is often applied when the similarity between textual
information from different sources has to be determined. Therefore, the approach
presented in this paper can be extended to the matching of text-based search criteria
(a users searches for an app) and the textual description of apps.

2. Device Recommendation
After Collaborative Filtering for Application Recommendation, Recommender will find
the most similar profiles for local gateway. Recommender can recommend some new
devices to buy according to the plugged device list of similar gateway profiles. Table 1
shows the gateway profiles with plugged devices(d1,d2,d3,d4) and installed apps
(a1,a2,a3,a4). According to this profile knowledge base, local gateway can receive a
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device recommendation for "d2" since both profile-2 and local profile has similarity
because of the common application "a1".
3. Workflow Recommendation
Figure 1 provides an example of a simple IoT workflow specification which represents
the application logic of an AGILE app 5. A workflow consists of a set of interconnected
nodes that reflect certain modular functionalities to be executed, for example, reading the
data from a temperature measurement device or measuring the heart rate of a person.

Figure 4: Example of an IoT Workflow (using Node-RED tool)
Recommendation algorithms can also be applied to identify / predict functions or
workflow nodes that will be useful in the current development context. On the basis of
the information of already existing app workflows, related recommendations can be
determined, for example, on the basis of collaborative filtering. Table 6 includes an
example of applying collaborative filtering for the recommendation of workflow nodes
to be additionally used in the current development context.

Alternatively, if we assume the existence of workflow ratings in a workflow repository,
complete workflows can be recommended to the current user (see, e.g., Table 7). Users
1–3 have already rated the workflows wf1 – wf6 in the workflow repository. These
ratings can be exploited by collaborative filtering to determine recommendations for the
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current user. For this user, a nearest neighbor has to be identified (e.g., on the basis of
Formula 1) and workflows evaluated positively by the nearest neighbor but have not been
evaluated by the current user are recommended.
Figure 2 shows how recommenders are integrated with AGILE gateway infrastructures.
Recommendation functionalities are typically triggered from two different sources. First,
the AGILE development user interface supports the recommendation of workflows in
situations where users are building their own applications (apps). Second, when using the
gateway as an end-user, AGILE can provide recommendations in terms of new apps and
also additional equipment needed to extend the current gateway infrastructure.
Recommendation functionalities are located on an AGILE server outside the gateway for
two reasons: (a) to keep recommendation algorithms scalable and efficient and (b) to be
able to easily exploit profile information from other gateways (in anonymous fashion) for
recommendation purposes.

Figure 5: Integration of recommendation technologies in the AGILE Gateway

4 Technical & Other Specifications
4.1 Hardware Requirements
The hardware requirements for the AGILE industrial and maker’s version are described
extensively in D1.1 document. Any software requirements that reflect the AGILE
hardware is also described in the D2.1. Therefore, no reference of hardware requirements
is included in this document.
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4.2 The IoT Open Source Components
AGILE aims integrate a variety of open source components for realizing the software
gateway stack and provide the aforementioned functionality to end-users and developers.
The reason to rely on existing open source components is twofold: a) avoiding spending
resources and time for the development of components that already exist b) ensuring that
the components to be re-used have been tested and evaluated by the developer’s
community, they are mostly bug-free and there is support and maintenance.
Here we report the current analysis on candidate 3rd party open source component
already identified by AGILE project. The list is preliminary and continuously updated
based on the needs of the project and recommendations by the IoT developer’s
community.
Libraries and tools: IoT App development and AGILE main user interface
• OS.js: OS.js is a JavaScript web desktop implementation for your browser with
a fully-fledged window manager, Application APIs, GUI toolkits and filesystem
abstraction. https://os.js.org/
• Node Red: A visual tool for wiring the Internet of Things http://nodered.org/
Libraries and tools: IoT Apps (based on node red):
• redzilla: A node-red as-a-service instance launcher supporting custom
authentication and instance management api https://github.com/muka/redzilla
Developed by CREATE-NET for a previous project. Manage node-red instances
in docker containers and offers a convenient HTTP API.
Libraries and tools: Gateway Management:
• Eclipse Kura implementation (OSGI service) http://www.eclipse.org/kura/
Libraries and tools: Data Storage:
• rethinkdb or influxdb (or either unqlite, sqlite, ...)
• google drive SDK https://developers.google.com/drive/
Libraries and tools: IoT Device Communication:
• Bluetooth (Official linux protocol stack) bluez.org
• Openzwave openzwave.com
• ZigBee (depend on chip/hw impl)
• Ponte http://www.eclipse.org/ponte/
• MQTT, Mosquitto http://mosquitto.org/
• CoAP, Californium http://www.eclipse.org/californium/
• Dbus client(s) (dbus.freedesktop.org/.../dbus-java/, sidorares/node-dbus )
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4.3 Feedback from the Developers Community
For the selection of open source components and runtime environments (programming
languages, operating system, IoT protocols, etc.) for AGILE software stack, we have
considered also the input and experience from the online IoT developer’s community. For
this purpose, we conducted an online survey together with the Eclipse Foundation and the
IEEE IoT initiative. Around 580 IoT developer’s have provided their feedback which has
been analyzed and presented briefly hereafter (for complete survey results please follow
the links at http://agile-iot.eu/2016/04/14/iot-developer-survey-2016-results-are-in/.

4.3.1 IoT Programming Languages
The top IoT programming languages are: Java, C, JavaScript, Python. This is not
surprising, since these languages are the most popular for developers. If one considers the
use of JavaScript together with Node.JS, then the latter becomes the most popular.
Apparently this refers to applications running on IoT gateways or back-end server
implementations. We assume that for IoT device programing, C is still the most popular
one.

In any case, the modular approach that AGILE is following, supports the utilization of
components developed in different environments and will not force developers to adopt
one specific programming language.

4.3.2 IoT Communication Protocols
Without a doubt MQTT has become a pervasive and widely used protocol for
IoT. HTTP is still the most popular one, meaning that RESTful APIs is the standard way
for IoT devices to communicate with online services. Also the use of CoAP increases if
the respondent (within the survey) is in the IoT Platforms or Smart Cities industry.
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The results reflect mostly protocols used to communicate data between devices (and
gateways) and cloud services. It is also clear that there is no winner, AGILE gateway
should support both popular protocols but also enable developers and users to easily
extend the number of supported protocols.

4.3.3 IoT Operating Systems
Linux is the dominant IoT operating system. Over 70% of the respondents claimed that
they use Linux for their IoT operating system. The second most popular section reaching
23% was No OS/Bare metal. In the last number of years, a number of new IoT operating
systems have been introduced (ex. ARM mbed, Contiki, RIOT, Zephyr) but the adoption
still hasn’t been effectuated to a large extent.
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4.4 Non-Functional Requirements
In addition to the functional and technical requirements of the AGILE software, we also
list non-functional requirements that are considered during the design and development
of AGILE, with the ultimate objective ofdelivering a user-friendly and useful software
environment.

4.4.1 Software Performance & Reliability
The software modules provided to the end users shall be reliable, i.e. free of bugs and
stable, i.e. working without interruptions not caused by the user. In addition, the
development of the modules shall take into consideration the performance constrains of
embedded devices like IoT gateways. Therefore, the selection of runtime environments
and components should be tested against memory and CPU performance, guaranteeing
the proper performance of AGILE software stack.

4.4.2 Software Scalability & Availability
AGILE users shall be able to download and install easily the various software components
of AGILE, either as one bundle installation (e.g., container or software image) or as
individual components. Performance of the AGILE runtime environment should not be
affected by the installation and execution of the AGILE components that provide core
services, such as IoT device management, data management and protocol support.

4.4.3 Software Maintainability
The software developed by the AGILE consortium and delivered to end users and
developers will be maintained and continuously upgraded (from M18 until at least the
end of the project) for the addition of new features and the improvement of the releases
(performance improvements, bug fixes, etc.). As a key factor for positive user experience,
the following aspects shall be satisfied during the design and implementation of AGILE
software modules:
• Users shall be able to inform the consortium about potential software bugs and
malfunctions
• Users shall be informed about new releases and software improvements
• Software bugs or malfunctions caused by one or more AGILE software modules
shall not affect the overall performance of the gateway by blocking the rest of the
modules from functioning
• The updates shall be delivered to users in a seamless and easy-to-install way
• Updates to software modules shall not cause any performance issues to other
modules or data loss
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4.4.4 Data Integrity
The software modules of AGILE that deal with data storage and management,
visualization and use of data from application execution, shall be designed and developed
in ways that data integrity (database and filesystem) is guaranteed. Any user data and data
coming from connected IoT devices and online resources, stored into the local database,
should be retained without alterations or losses, unless the latter are introduced by user
actions.

4.4.5 Usability
Last but not least, the AGILE software needs to be user friendly and the whole
functionality shall be provided in an intuitive way that doesn’t require the user to spend
effort in understanding how to use the software components, and through proper
performance (small delays, absence of bugs, etc.) it delivers a good user experience. All
AGILE features should be available to users through graphical interfaces that can be
accessed remotely, through various devices (e.g., smartphone, tablet, etc.) without the
requirement to install specific software.

5 Requirements from AGILE Pilots
AGILE develops 5 different pilots with diverse use cases for the demonstration of the
gateway hardware and software features. While the requirement specification for the
pilots belongs to a different deliverable (D8.1), we have proceeded in the collection of
basic requirements (at the application level) that could define our options for the AGILE
software interfaces and the overall architecture. What becomes clear after the study of
these requirements is the fact that the pilots have very diverse needs in protocol support
and applications to be executed on the AGILE gateways, justifying thus the modular
architecture followed in Section 6.

5.1 Pilot A – Self Tracking (QuantifiedSelf)
This pilot will implement the Quantified Self Concept targeting data acquisition on
aspects of a person's daily life in terms of inputs (e.g. food consumed, quality of
surrounding air), states (e.g. mood, arousal, blood oxygen levels), and performance
(mental and physical activities) through a modern, health centric, social and mobile
enabled, communication platform that will reside in the AGILE gateway (in terms of
collecting and visualizing data).
Appropriate apps will be developed in the AGILE runtime environment (Java and/or
Node.js apps) that will use the communication modules of the gateway (BLE, WiFi, etc.)
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to collect data from self-tracking devices from users: wristbands or smartwatches (like
the Pebble SmartWatch) that collect activity data, weighting scales, blood pressure
monitors, etc.
Data Management, Analysis and Visualization
The data should be stored locally and visualized either during the measurement or
whenever the user wants. Uploading data to the cloud is also a requirement, that should
be probably achieved by developing a particular app.
Generic export of data to popular cloud providers like Dropbox and Google Drive should
be natively supported.
Regarding analysis, the measurement data as well as the data imported from the cloud,
should be analysed to build the user profile and identify trends, risks etc.
Communication Technologies and Protocols
The technology that will be used for communicating with devices is Bluetooth and
particularly BLE.
External endpoints/services/cloud offerings
The application that will be developed in the frame of the application will communicate
with the Cloud endpoints of activity tracking devices and applications such as fitbit,
google fit, MS Health vault, etc.
In addition, other providers that use well established standards for activity and healthcare
related data, such as FHIR, could be supported too.

5.2 Pilot B - Open Field & Cattle Monitoring
Pilot B will explore two main applications. One where UAVs are combined with ground
based stationary sensors and one where UAVs are combined with sensors placed on
livestock. Both pilots will be targeted areas with little or no communication infrastructure
such as 3G or 4G, is minimum 1 sq. km in size and that are difficult or dangerous to
access by land. It is the outset that the pilots will be started in Denmark and trialed in a
controlled environment and later expanded to Africa and south America to prove the
scalability of the business case.
The Pilot will utilize a fixed winged UAV from Sky-Watch with a digital data link, and
a EO or (IR payload. It is a focal point that the data collected is made available to decision
makers in as close to real time as possible.
Data Management, Analysis and Visualization
Collected data must be stored on the IoT gateway until a user decides to delete them. It
should be possible to configure Schemes on the IoT gateway that define how to reduce
the amount of data in the case of lack of storage or just to cap the amount of storage
bandwidth used. Possible methods of doing this could be limits for the total amount of
storage used for a particular type of data and/or the maximum number of entries that must
be stored per second/minute/hour. Methods for merging data types in case of auto
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reduction should be provided (average value, max value, min value, oldest entry, latest
entry).
It should be possible to view the collected data both as numbers and graphically as a
function of time. Both live and historical data views should be possible.
Communication Technologies and Protocols
In this pilot, the AGILE IoT gateway must interface with a Fastcom TAG reader and/or
a UAV/Ground station. Furthermore, it must interface with a Cloud Server.
A USB protocol currently exists for communication with the Fastcom TAG reader (TBD:
It may be considered to adopt the Fastcom reader with a generic AGILE IoT gateway
protocol for sensor data delivery over USB).
When the UAV/Ground station needs to deliver data directly to the AGILE IoT gateway,
it will be done using LAN/Ethernet directly. A suiting protocol should be developed for
this purpose. This protocol will preferably be a generic AGILE IoT gateway protocol for
sensor data delivery over LAN.
The TCP/IP protocol to used for the Cloud server communication must support both push
and pull of sensor data. Preferably it will use a standardized client/server protocol or a
generic AGILE gateway protocol that can be used for other types of Cloud services as
well.

5.3 Pilot C - Air quality & Pollution Monitoring
The environmental monitoring of air quality and pollution pilot is based on an IoT
solution where multiple monitoring stations are distributed in a wide area and are
responsible to collect local information about air conditions and pollution levels. The
collected data are processed locally by the monitoring stations and published to a cloud
platform, where the information become easily accessible to the final users. Institutional
users can have direct access to all the data retrieved and have a wide perspective of the
information gathered, while the private users can have an immediate view of the actual
conditions using a specific application developed, in example, for mobile devices.
Data Models, Specifications and Standards
The communication protocol adopted in an IoT environment influences the data model
adopted in the IoT application and vice versa. In this pilot, the MQTT protocol represents
a crucial element of the pervasive monitoring infrastructure and, for this reason, the
monitoring application adopts the same data model.
Data Management, Analysis and Visualization
The data collected by the monitoring station from the environment are stored temporarily
in a local database that runs on the monitoring station itself.
The data are preprocessed locally on the monitoring station by specific applications and
the results of this preprocessing activity are stored temporarily in a local database.
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The preprocessing applications are AGILE modules developed in the context of the Kura
Framework in Java/OSGi.
A specific module of the Kura Framework is responsible for MQTT management,
communication management and for uploading the data on the cloud.
The supported reference cloud platform is EDC, Everyware Device Cloud from Eurotech.
Other popular cloud platform could be supported.
Communication Technologies and Protocols
An air quality and pollution monitoring system based on an IoT approach requires an
efficient, reliable, light and M2M oriented transport protocol. Considering the application
context, the attention has been focused on telemetry-oriented protocols, which must be
specifically conceived for embedded system, bandwidth management and costs
optimization of communication.
A solution that satisfies these requirements is the MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT)
protocol, a lightweight broker-based, publish/subscribe messaging protocol designed to
be open, simple, lightweight and easy to implement. MQTT is a protocol specifically
designed for M2M applications and is currently in the process of standardization by the
OASIS standards body under the supervision of Eurotech and IBM.
Depending on the deployment environment and on the available connectivity, the
communication between the monitoring station and the cloud platform is based on
Ethernet, WiFi or 3G.

5.4 Pilot D - Enhanced Retail services
In a world with instant access to information, where competition is just a click away,
attracting and keeping customers is crucial for survival. If in addition we put this in a
context of economic crisis and where small retail businesses are directly competing with
large shopping centers or hypermarkets, the situation is really difficult for the retailers. In
this situation, information technology can help the sector improve its offer, making it
more attractive and differentiating it from the competition, contrasting quality and
personalization with the uniform offer of superstores. Specifically, mobile technologies
and IOT devices together with other many sensors, actuators or appliances can help
achieve this goal by opening new opportunities for retailers, providing new business
prospects to customers, with improved shopping experience for consumers and new
business opportunities for traders.
SW Specifications
• Node.js on Raspberry Pi nodes.
• Docker with snappy for apps deployed on AGILE Gateway.
• JEE for the services deployed on Amazon AWS.
• Graphical web-based user interface.
• Ionic on smartphone customer application.
• MongoDB on retailer server storage
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Data Management, Analysis and Visualization
The following systems are needed to operate the Data models:
•
•
•

•

iBeacon Dashboard Panel. An iBeacon dashboard needs to be created as a panel
to monitor the iBeacon network at local (shop) level
Business Intelligence Dashboard needs to be created to report and manage
business analytics at retail level
Administration Console. Smart Retail and Promotion Backend Systems. Need to
be managed at backend level to create the master tables, customers profiles,
promotions, and further information needed by the retailer
IOT Display. Provides feedback and alerts from the IOT network in the shop

Communication Technologies and Protocols
As a general rule the System uses HTTPS for all communications between nodes. The
Nodes will use certificates in order to create a trust network between servers and avoiding
this way man-in-the-middle attacks.

5.5 Pilot E - Port Area Monitoring for Public Safety
In this pilot the drone will be connected to the ubiquitous cellular network. Project
managers, decision makers, rescue teams, maintenance teams, would be able to follow
live operations and take important decisions in real-time. Thanks to the mobile network,
they might even be able to perform actions, wherever they are in the world. This would
save a lot of time, money and even lives.
Whenever there is an incident reported to the emergency services, a trigger can be sent to
a drone. The drone will fly out to the coordinates of the incident and will check out the
site and send a live feed of data and video over 4G with the AGILE gateway towards the
emergency services. The data will be collected by Sky-Watch drones carrying the AGILE
gateway, sensors and communication interfaces and will be transmitted in real time via a
3G/4G network using Orange M2M roaming SIM cards.
The data consists of a live video stream and/or an infrared video stream to have a better
view of the fire. Next to that the drone will be equipped with several possible sensors:
multi gas sensor, geiger, wind speed and direction. Based on the collected data, real-time
heat maps can be created and integrated. This will give the possibility to send SMS-alerts
to the population in case of a major disaster
General requirements
• Connect to the sensors via bluetooth.
• Pass video from usb device or wifi with variable bitrate
• Send output via 4G.
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Data Management, Analysis and Visualization
The camera images will be a live stream which should be stored locally and should also
be available upon request of the user.
The data of the sensors should be stored locally and visualized either during the
measurements or whenever the user needs to verify the data afterwards to make
evaluations.
The data will not be available for the general public, but only via API’s for public services
which are allowed to consult this data.
Communication Technologies and Protocols
Mavlink: Mavlink is a protocol to send commands to the flight controller from remote
locations. This function is commercially used in the different smartphone control apps
that are developed by the popular brands as DJI, 3DR, Yuneec. It is widely adopted and
has a library to use during development.
Sensors: The sensors will be able to connect with the gateway via Bluetooth.

5.6 The AGILE IoT Testbed
The IoT testbed will be an extension of IoT-LAB, an open testbed composed of 2700+
low-power wireless IoT devices available for experimenting with large-scale wireless IoT
technologies, ranging from low-level protocols to advanced Internet services. The IoTLAB testbed is deployed in 6 sites across France. Each site features different node and
hardware capabilities, but all sites are interconnected and available through the same web
portal, common REST interfaces and consistent CLI tools. The result is a heterogeneous
testing environment, which covers a large spectrum of IoT use cases and applications. As
such, IoT-LAB offers an accurate open-access and open-source multi-user scientific tool,
allowing large scale pre-field tests of new IoT solutions and new IoT networking
concepts.
Data Models, Specifications and Standards
From the sensor node point of view (M3 associated to the M8), IoT-LAB provides bare
metal access to the sensor nodes: any firmware can be flashed (thus any OS that has been
ported can be used, and this includes RIOT). As a result any data model, specification,
standard, that is available as a port on IoT-LAB hardware, can be used.
Data Management, Analysis and Visualization
The users are free to apply any visualization tool to their application, and the traces they
would collect - on top of the bare metal access provided by IoT-LAB. An example of
such user-made visualization on top of a specific protocol is the screencast of the Odysse
protocol demo: http://tiny.cc/demo-odysse
Communication Technologies and Protocols
The base communication technology offered by the M3 sensor node embedded on the A8
open nodes, through the IEEE 802.15.4 (2.4 Ghz) radio. As indicated, users are free to
implement any protocol or use any firmware.
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External endpoints/services/cloud offerings
The open A8 nodes of IoT-LAB have egress access to the Internet, and users can use their
own applications/softwares/middlewares connecting to the the cloud. With IPv6, it is
even possible to have ingress access (as documented in the IPv6 tutorial available on FIT
IoT-LAB portal).
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6 Definition of the AGILE SW Architecture
In the following paragraphs we describe the software architecture foreseen for supporting
the realization of AGILE IoT Gateway software stack.
AGILE IoT Gateway software architecture has been developed on the basis of
requirements definition described in the previous chapters. As a recap, we have identified
requirements like:
• Need for strong modularity: We want that AGILE supports the most common
IoT/M2M protocols, but it’s impossible to include them all. Thus, we want that
developers are able to easily plug in the modules that implement even proprietary
protocols for device/cloud communication and other features.
• Support for user interfaces that interact with the core AGILE modules (device
management, data management, protocol support, application design and
execution, etc.)
• Support for more than one runtimes and programming environments: The AGILE
components that we have identified for use (protocol libraries, user interfaces,
etc.) use different runtimes (Java, Python, Node.JS). In addition, we don’t want to
lock external developers into using a specific runtime environment or
programming language for developing their application on top of the AGILE
software components.
The AGILE architecture definition has been derived as a collaborative process of design
that has seen as main technical designers the leaders of WP1, WP2 and WP3 (EuroTech,
Resin.io and CREATE-NET), and all other partners as contributors to the final designed
solution that is described in the following paragraphs.
The definition of AGILE software architecture is organized into a set of coherent views
in order to offer a description of the whole architecture from the different viewpoints that
designers and developers need to consider when using it to design and realize the different
modules and their integrations to build the AGILE Gateway software stack.
The Architectural views represented and described in the following paragraphs are:
- Logical View: a representation of logical components aggregating the different
functionalities that the AGILE gateway will offer;

- Development View: shows how the software is decomposed for development into
software components that are implemented by a development team or an existing
external component that is integrated into the whole system. This view is particularly
useful not only to drive the software development but also to understand and clarify
the modular extensibility that AGILE will offer, and indicate which 3rd party
components (open source libraries and/or frameworks) are integrated in the whole
solution. It includes also the mechanisms that AGILE will use to package and deliver
software components.
-

Microservices View: AGILE is developed according to a microservice architecture
where are small set of independent processes communicate with each other and offer
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offer external applications services via well defined APIs. This view is important to
clarify the different mechanisms that AGILE will adopt in order to deploy and execute
components at runtime.
-

AGILE API Definition: this view will describe the specific APIs that AGILE will
deliver to developers in order to build IoT Applications on top of AGILE framework,
or to extend AGILE framework with additional features/API implementations (e.g. a
specific device protocol integration).

-

Dynamic View: this view complements the previous views in order to describe
dynamic scenarios of interaction among external actors and the different software
components in the design of specific logical flows supported by AGILE.

Before describing in details these different architectural views, in the following paragraph
we report a summary of motivations that have driven the design of such a software
architecture in relationship to existing approaches for the realization of IoT gateways.

6.1 Existing approaches for IoT Gateways
In order to better understand how the AGILE IoT Gateway positions with respect to
existing software stacks for IoT gateways creation it is important to have a clear picture
on what are current approaches. Before proceeding with the definition of the AGILE
software architecture we performed a review of existing implementations that are either
driven by the open source community or by the research community in the context of
research projects.
Regarding open source projects that aim to provide functionality for IoT Gateways we
have identified a number of them, based on their existence in popular open source
repositories (GitHub) and projects curated by the Eclipse IoT Community:
- Eclipse Kura: The most popular open source Java OSGi-based framework for
managing IoT gateways. Provides support for gateway and local interface
management, and IoT/M2M protocol support.
- Eclipse Smart Home Framework: A flexible open source framework based on OSGi
bundles for managing connected home appliances. It is used mainly as reference
architecture for projects like the openHab. It provides implementations and extensions
of existing standards and a development environment.
- openHab project: An open source home automation software that includes a runtime
environment and graphical interface for a gateway and provides support for hundreds
of commercial IoT devices. Build on top of Eclipse Smart Home, it is based on OSGi.
- AllSeen/AllJoyn Gateway Agent: Open source implementation of agent software for
a Linux-based gateway that provides supports to protocols like ZigBee, Thread and
Z-Wave and the AllSeen/AllJoyn device protocol.
One issue we have identified with the approaches and architectures of the aforementioned
projects is the fact that they do no envision the support of all the components that AGILE
needs (e.g., visual workflow application creation, data local storage and management,
etc.). While we could build AGILE on top of solutions like Kura or the openHab,
extending the latter would mean that we would have to stick to using Java OSGi as a core
framework for developing all the AGILE components. We will be integrating
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functionality of the AllSeen/AllJoyn Gateway Agent for the various protocol support and
eventually we will be using Eclipse Kura functionality through exposing the latter
framework through a REST API, in collaboration with Eurotech (main Kura contributor)
and the Eclipse community.
The outcomes of EC funded projects (FP7 program) include also implementations and
reference architectures for IoT gateways.
-

-

Butler Project Gateway (sensiNact platform): It consists of an OSGi-based
implementation of various module that provide protocol support (ZigBee, EnOcean,
LoRa, etc.) and a standalone development IDE for creating new applications. It also
consists of an API that exposes a REST interface for polling sensor data from devices
or acting on them.
FIWARE Cepheus Gateway Enabler: It’s practically a bundle with two Java Spring
applications that provide a complex-event-processor engine and a light broker for
NGSI messages.

The main issues we have discovered with the aforementioned projects are two:
- Lack of modularity for adding new components not supported by their current
architecture or implementation choices. In both cases of sensiNact and FIWARE, do
not allow the addition of new components (storage, application development
interfaces, etc.) that are not Java-based. Integrating these solutions would mean that
we would have to stick to Java implementations or extend them a lot, in order to
integrate them within AGILE. The consortium has decided that integrating more
mature open source implementations, like the Eclipse Kura or the AllSeen/AllJoin
requires less effort.
- Lack of source code and support: Another issue we faced was the limited
documentation in both cases and the fact that for the Butler project, no source has
been made publicly available until now.

6.2 The AGILE Modular Architecture
AGILE architecture and defined with “Modularity” in mind: AGILE architecture has
been designed as a framework where a set of configurable bundles of “IoT capabilities”
(a set of functional blocks, as described later in par. 6.2.1) may be easily selected and
plugged together into the IoT Gateway software stack in the form of software modules
that are loosely integrated via a set of open APIs, allowing software developers to select
the subset of capabilities that better suits their specific requirements and needs.
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Figure 6: AGILE Modular Architecture Approach
In addition to modularity, as a set of general principles have been considered in the
definition of AGILE software architecture:
• Configurability: the possibility to allow developers to select the specific
software components or better to benefit of the AGILE recommender services in
the selection of IoT Gateway software components is beneficial to support
developers in the identification of the best set of IoT Gateway components to be
used;
• Extensibility: the possibility of benefitting of a wide set of well-established open
source projects implementing different capabilities relevant for AGILE (such as,
for example, IoT protocols and standards or more gateway specific capabilities),
has been achieved addressing the reuse of existing software components
(including the benefit of leveraging on their existing developers communities for
guaranteeing components maintenance and evolution) and the integration via
open APIs;
• Usability: offer easy to use developer interfaces in order to address fast
prototyping activities and to allow non expert developers to benefit from core
capabilities offered by AGILE;
Other principles (such as, for example, IoT device communication interoperability,
security, performance, etc.) derive directly and more specifically by the set of
requirements described in the first part of this document.

6.2.1 AGILE Logical View
The following picture gives a representation of functional components of AGILE
Software Architecture.
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Figure 7: AGILE Software Architecture: Logical View
AGILE Software stack is divided into two main bundles:
• The full software stack that will run on the AGILE Gateway, i.e. on edge devices
that will interface IoT Devices and that will host local IoT applications on the
gateway itself;
• The set of components that will run into the cloud offering capabilities for
communicating and managing AGILE Gateways from remote and offering
integrations with external cloud services for data management.
Focusing on the AGILE Gateway, we can identify different logical layers composing
the full software stack of AGILE:
• At the lower level, the operating system running on the gateway itself. The
reference OS for AGILE is a Debian–based linux for embedded devices. Reference
distributions for AGILE development are: Ubuntu Core, Raspbian and
distributions created with Yocto (https://www.yoctoproject.org/). In terms of
microprocessor architectures, AGILE targets multiple architectures with specific
focus on ARM, x86/x86 64 architectures.
• Remote Gateway and Fleet Management System: this layers deals with all the
capabilities needed to allow a remote access to the gateway for management and
for managing a fleet of remote gateways in an efficient and simple way. This will
include all the infrastructural capabilities to securely access the remote gateway
and interfaces for displaying and managing the devices connected to the gateway
(displaying the available features, connection status, device status, and allow basic
operations like actuations on devices or the data collection), including management
of OS updates. The AGILE solution will leverage on capabilities offered by
Resin.io open source solution for the remote management interfaces.
• Device Discovery, Communication and Data Storage: this layer is composed by
three main components:
o IoT Device & Hw module Discovery: module for device and HW module
discovery (could be also separate components): Responsible for detecting
the wireless modules (LoRA, ZigBee, BLE, etc.) user plugs on the
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gateway and enabling the proper drivers. Scans the network (WiFi,
Ehernet, wireless) for connected IoT devices using appropriate standards
(KNX, uPNP, Zwave, Thread, etc.) or family of standards (AllJoyn,
oneM2M, etc.). Should be a microservice exposing functionality over an
API to other components.
o IoT Device Communication: A micro-service responsible for
implementing the communication with connected IoT Devices. Once a
device is detected, it exposes the features of the device and allows data
polling or sending actuations to the device by supporting a number of
various IoT device protocols (KNX, Zwave, ZigBee, Thread, etc.). It
should provide an API for other components to use this service. In
addition, it will feature an easy way of integrating future protocols.
o Data Storage: a local NoSQL database for managing IoT device data.
Should be lightweight and expose an API (used as micro-service) at the
same time for data management.
Gateway and Device Management layer: this layer is composed by components
dedicated to the management of the gateway itself and to all managed connected
devices:
o Gateway Management UI: The UI for managing the Gateway as a
device: see resource status, perform reboots, updates of OS and various
components, control also the I/O of the board, manage devices directly
connected to the gateway;
o Device Management UI: User Interface for managing the IoT devices
connected (wirelessly or wired) to the gateway. Should use the device
discovery and communication modules to list automatically found devices
and provide real-time data readings or actuations.
Application-level Support Services this layer is composed by services needed to
support the creation and deployment of applications running on the AGILE
Gateway. It is composed by the following three main components:
o IoT Data management Interface: Interface for managing IoT data from
connected devices. Managing refers to retrieval from the local storage, realtime
view, data visualization, etc. The component will have a graphical UI and
potentially an API/SDK to provide services (e.g., visualization of data queries)
to other components (e.g. the App Developer UI.
o IoT App Developers UI: The visual interface (Node-RED1 like) for creating
application logic and running it on the gateway. It will be web-based UI, which
would use the recommender for proposing nodes (functional modules) and
workflow examples based on the configuration (hw) of the gateway. The
collaboration tool shall enable the easy share of data or workflow editing
between users. It should also support popular IoT protocols like MQTT,
WebSockets, CoAP, etc.
o IoT Apps: this component is in charge of supporting the execution of IoT
applications using services offered by various components via AGILE APIs,
offering services to install, upgrade and uninstall applications inside AGILE
Gateway. IoT Apps will be bundled as “bundles” and can be mapped onto
“Ubuntu Snaps” or “docker containers” , depending on the apps packaging

See http://nodered.org/
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mechanisms adopted for IoT apps delivery (see 6.2.3 for more details on
packaging), downloaded and installed by an online IoT Apps repository
(reusing APIs, software and protocols offered by Ubuntu Snappy Marketplace
or docker repositories, depending on the packaging and delivery mechanism
that will be adopted in the implementation).
Additional AGILE Gateway services:
o IoT Apps: this is a component at the service of IoT developers and AGILE end
users, offering recommendations based on AGILE Gateway configuration, that
will suggest type of devices that can be integrated in the current gateway
configuration, recommendations on which network modules to be used based on
gateway usage scenarios, and what IoT applications available in the AGILE
repository can be installed and supported by current gateway configuration.
o AGILE APIs: AGILE capabilities and services are offered to developers through
a set of predefined APIs. Two different logical types of APIs can be identified in
AGILE and exactly:
o AGILE integration APIs: these APIs are intended to allow AGILE
developers to extend and integrate additional services and capabilities into
the AGILE Gateway (e.g. support for a new IoT protocol
implementation);
o AGILE APIs for IoT Apps Development: these APIs will be used by
third party developers in order to develop IoT Apps using AGILE
Gateway services that will be delivered and axecuted on the AGILE
Gateway itself. These APIs are practically a subset of APIs described
above.
A more detailed description of AGILE APIs is included in par 0.
Focusing on the AGILE Cloud side, we can identify different services that complement and
complete capabilities offered by AGILE at the gateway level:
Data Cloud services:

o AGILE Data Cloud Integration: AGILE will offer components to support
connectors (libraries and APIs support) allowing AGILE users to extend the
capabilities of the gateway by managing data and deploying apps in existing
public and private cloud infrastructures;
o Remote Gw Management: backend services and user interfaces used to
remotely manage the/a fleet of Gateways. These services are the cloudcounterpart and integrate with Gateway Management features available on
each AGILE Gateway;
o IoT Apps Repository: the cloud repository where AGILE IoT apps will be
described stored;
o IoT Apps Recommender: cloud services to perform recommendations to end
users about available IoT Apps in the repository.
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6.2.2 AGILE Development View
This view of the AGILE architecture aims at describing how the software of AGILE is
decomposed from a development perspective into software components that will be
developed and/or integrated into the AGILE software solution.
The following picture offers a representation of main software components that will be
delivered by AGILE project.

Figure 8: AGILE Software Architecture: Development View
AGILE components will run partly in the cloud and partly on the IoT Gateway.
AGILE Gateway Components
At the gateway level, we can distinguish, from a software components point of view, the
following types of software bundles:

o Gateway OS: At the lower level, the operating system hosting the whole AGILE
services and applications. As already described, the AGILE OS will be based on
linux distributions with reference target distributions being Ubuntu Core,
Raspbian and distributions created with Yocto (https://www.yoctoproject.org/).
In terms of microprocessor architectures, AGILE targets multiple architectures
with specific focus on ARM, x86/x86 64 architectures.
o Containerization infrastructure: on top of the operating system a layer offering
containerization functionalities allowing to encapsulate AGILE services and AGILE
applications into isolated micro-services hosted the operating system (Ubuntu
Snappy and Docker as potential containerization technologies to be adopted);
o AGILE Framework: a set of components aggregating a set of “DevOps” services
to be exposed to AGILE developers to support development of AGILE IoT
applications and to manage AGILE infrastructure (gateway and related cloud
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services). In particular, development services are exposed to developers through
the AGILE API and related development libraries (AGILE SDKs);
o AGILE Apps: the infrastructure and components used to host and manage IoT
AGILE applications deployed and running into AGILE Gateway;
o Remote Gateway and Fleet management: components used to remotely
manage Gateway resources (on the AGILE Framework side) and hosted IoT
applications (on the AGILE app side).

The AGILE API

At the core of AGILE Gateway stays the AGILE API, the main integration layer of
capabilities offered by the AGILE Gateway to developers. The AGILE API is developed
leveraging on an internal BUS, the D-Bus2, the linux system bus used by operating system
services and applications as an IPC mechanism to coordinate inter-process activities.
Given the availability of different language bindings for D-Bus (different client
implementations) and the fact that most of operating system services and capabilities are
already exposed via D-Bus, this interface has been selected as the most efficient and
effective mechanism to support communication among AGILE services at the Gateway
level.
In parallel to D-Bus, and following the same API structure and definition, a parallel
AGILE restful API is made also available inside AGILE gateway exposing AGILE
services through an internal http restful API to be used in the case developers prefer to
avoid D-Bus integration via libraries and instead use a restful API integration approach.
In any case, AGILE API is defined according a unique definition language (described in
details in par. 0) and implemented internnaly according the two “flavours” (the D-Bus
and the Restful implementation).
AGILE API exposes services implemented by each micro-services composing the AGILE
framework, as described in the following paragraphs.
The AGILE Framework

The AGILE framework is developed as a set of micro-services integrated via AGILE
internal bus (D-Bus), services that are exposed via AGILE API (D-Bus and Restful API).
Every AGILE micro-service is developed as a software stack that includes:
o An (optional) user interface (represented in azure in the above picture) , offering
service-specific capabilities to AGILE end users and developers; all these GUI
components are made available inside a unified AGILE GUI framework (inside a
lightweight sort of GUI desktop service);
o An AGILE API implementation component interface (represented in yellow in the
above picture): this is the code needed to map service-specific API towards its
service implementation components;
o Micro-service implementation (represented in green in the above picture): this is
the component that implements the specific micro-service, and can be the result
of a new development done by AGILE project or (in most cases) the result of
integration of existing open source components and libraries into the AGILE
framework (e.g., a communication library implementing a specific IoT
communication protocol).
Foreseen micro-services of the AGILE framework are:
2

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D-Bus
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o Communication protocol services: for each integrated communication protocol
(such as e.g. Bluetooth/BLE, ZigBee, Zwave, etc.) a specific micro-service will be
developed in the AGILE project. Each of these micro services will expose:
o A set of API services and properties common and implemented for every
protocol binding released, aiming at offering a set of common services for
device communication and interaction;
o A set of protocol-specific services and properties necessary to handle
protocol specific capabilities.
The structure of communication protocol common API is described in more
details in par 0.
o Protocols Manager services: this service offer an interface to interact with all the
available IoT device communication protocols available on the AGILE Gateway:
it offers an interface abstracting the way in which each specific protocol status and
device discovery is performed on all available protocols.
o IoT Device Manager services: these services allow to manage metadata and status
of all available devices registered in the AGILE Gateway. It offer a device registry
services and a generic interface to interact with all devices managed by the AGILE
gateway;
o IoT Data Management services: services needed to handle IoT data collected
from connected devices. It offers capabilities to store and fetch data in a generic
way, from/to local or cloud services; it includes capabilities to manage the different
providers of storage services (different local implementations and cloud services),
it includes user interfaces for real time data visualization.
o IoT Gateway management services: services for managing gateway resources:
cpu, network, local storage, operating system (management of software updates),
control of the I/O board, gateway reboots.
• Gateway Configuration and Recommender services: services supporting the
user in the proper configuration of the gateway and its components considering
network connectivity, security, privacy and data sharing policies the developer
wants to use/enforce. These capabilities will be offered through a user interface
offering a wizard-like mechanism for the proper configuration of the gateway and
its components.
o IoT App Developers interface: visual environment for the creation of IoT
workflows and user interfaces for managing the deployment of IoT apps into the
AGILE gateway.
o Security Component: services exposed through D-bus or HTTP interfaces for
security purposes such as user authentication, encryption, etc. In general, these
mechanisms will support, from the gateway’s side, the three main tasks described
in WP5: identity management, usage control and provenance and secure data
sharing.
The AGILE Apps Infrastructure

The AGILE Gateway offers and allocates part of its resources (computational, storage,
network) specifically to the hosting of local IoT applications that leverage of AGILE
Framework services (accessed via the AGILE API) to interact with all managed devices
and to implement the application specific business logic defined by the developer.
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There are two main different types of AGILE IoT applications hosted on the AGILE
Gateway:
• Simple IoT workflows, developed using the AGILE developer's user interface (the
Node-Red based UI), and offering developers an easy to use environment to
quickly implement workflows managing device interaction and device data
streams via a javascript-based development environment (see node-red
description 3 for more details on this environment);
• Fully ledged IoT applications written in any language the developers desires,
making use of AGILE Framework services via AGILE API, delivered and
installed on the gateway as an AGILE “bundle” (i.e. an Ubuntu snap or a docker
container).
AGILE Apps infrastructure is composed by a set of services used to allow the deployment
and management of these applications. It is composed by the following software
components:
• Runtime environment for hosting and managing node-red based workflows
(based on node-red as workflow engine);
• Environment for hosting and managing containerized applications (based on
containerization infrastructure as application manager).
In both cases these components offer capabilities to install, uninstall, start, stop, monitor
status, logging, IoT applications.
In addition, an IoT apps recommender (both for workflows and “native” AGILE IoT
applications) is made available to end users in order to provide recommendations on
available apps according to user’s preferences. This component integrate with AGILE
recommendation cloud services.
The AGILE Cloud Components

The Cloud part of AGILE is composed by a set of software components that will
implement the AGILE cloud capabilities already described in the AGILE logical view
section of this document, and exactly:
o Components handling IoT Apps for the Gateway:
o IoT Apps recommender: cloud recommendation services for IoT Apps;
o IoT Apps repository: cloud repository of IoT Apps;
o IoT Apps Deployment: capabilities to remotely handle IoT Apps
deployment;
o Component handling external clouds integration:
o Data Management Cloud Plugins: management of integration with
external cloud services;
o Component for gateway management from the cloud:
o IoT Remote gateway management: remote management of AGILE
Gateways.
Integration of Third party Software Libraries and Frameworks into AGILE Framework

3

http://nodered.org/
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As described in the previous section, most part of the AGILE Framework services will
leverage, for their implementation, on the integration of existing third parties open
source libraries and frameworks currently adopted by the open source communities
working on the development of IoT solutions.
Reuse of well-known, well-supported existing open source components useful to cover
AGILE framework capabilities is a key decision in order to enable modularity in the
development and evolution of AGILE framework.
Of course, the selection of open source external libraries and frameworks needs to be
performed according to a process that will guarantee maintainability and extensibility of
the provided solution: we want to avoid to integrate open source components that in the
future will not evolve or that will require dedicated maintenance in order to guarantee
evolution of AGILE framework capabilities, and, at the same time, we would like to
integrate external components that will evolve offering added-value to the AGILE
solution.
The adoption of a micro-services architecture can ease and address maintainability of the
whole AGILE framework restricting the boundaries of third party maintenance activities
to specific micro-services. For example, maintenance problems on a specific
implementation based on a third party library for Bluetooth/BLE protocol will be
confined inside that specific micro-service (i.e. a specific service containerization) so all
other existing micro-services can continue to work independently from the unavailability
of the specific protocol or eventually providing an alternative implementation for that
protocol.
In any case, the process for selection third party libraries and frameworks to implement
AGILE framework micro-services will have to consider and evaluate different
dimensions capable to offer an indication of reliability and maintainability of integrated
components.
In general, the third party selection process is part of the design and implementation
phase, but here we can recap the criteria that AGILE has adopted in order to select third
party components and exactly:
o Adoption: the more an external component has adoption the more it will be
maintained and evolved;
o Users Feedback: developer’s feedback on the component is central to assess
end to end quality of the component;
o Dimension of the supporting open source community: useful to guarantee
support for bug fixing and maintenance;
o Open source licencing model;
o Activity of contributors: the more the number of commits on the component is
high, the more the component can be considered supported and evolvable;
o Life Time of the component: offers indication on the maturity of the
component.
There are different ways to assess these indicators and good references are services like
OpenHub4, developers forums, github statistics and more (e.g. available developers
surveys).
AGILE project is adopting this approach in order to select at design time third party
components and libraries.
4

See https://www.openhub.net/
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In the following section we report the list of some preliminary candidates already
identified for possible integration into the AGILE Framework, and in Appendix (see par.
0) we report a list of potential scouted components that will be considered for further
analysis and possible adoption.
This selection process will accompany whole project design and development phases of
the project.
Candidate IoT Open Source Third Party Components
Here we report the current analysis on candidate 3rd party open source component
already identified by AGILE project.
Libraries and tools: IoT App development
• OS.js: OS.js is a JavaScript web desktop implementation for your browser with
a fully-fledged window manager, Application APIs, GUI toolkits and filesystem
abstraction. https://os.js.org/
• Node Red: A visual tool for wiring the Internet of Things http://nodered.org/
Libraries and tools: IoT Apps (based on node red):
• redzilla: A node-red as-a-service instance launcher supporting custom
authentication and instance management api https://github.com/muka/redzilla
Developed by CREATE-NET for a previous project. Manage node-red instances
in docker containers and offers a convenient HTTP API.
Libraries and tools: Gateway Management:
• Eclipse Kura implementation (OSGI service) http://www.eclipse.org/kura/
Libraries and tools: Data Storage:
• rethinkdb or influxdb (or either unqlite, sqlite, ...)
• google drive SDK https://developers.google.com/drive/
Libraries and tools: IoT Device Communication:
• Bluetooth (Official linux protocol stack) bluez.org
• Openzwave openzwave.com
• ZigBee (depend on chip/hw impl)
• Ponte http://www.eclipse.org/ponte/
• MQTT, Mosquitto http://mosquitto.org/
• CoAP, Californium http://www.eclipse.org/californium/
• Dbus client(s) (dbus.freedesktop.org/.../dbus-java/, sidorares/node-dbus )

6.2.3 AGILE Microservices View
Microservices: runtime “containerization”
Snaps version
Docker version
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6.2.4 AGILE Dynamic View
In this section we report some scenarios using sequence diagrams in order to explain time
ordering and interaction among the software components described in the AGILE
development view.
The focus is in particular on scenarios that foresee a strict interaction among core AGILE
components and that deal in particular with device management and protocol
management. The scenarios that are here presented in the following diagrams pertain thus:
• Device discovery from the AGILE Gateway;
• Device registration in the Gateway;
• Connection of a device for sensed data acquisition.
These scenarios are defined considering a real case that will be used for validation of
AGILE API definition and of AGILE components integration. In particular, we assume
that AGILE offers a component to handle Bluetooth/ble protocol, and a SensorTag ® 5
device is used by a user to collect temperature data from the environment where the user
and the gateway is located (e.g. in a Smart Home environment).
In the first scenario, a user, through the Device Manager interface, perform a discovery
of all available devices nearby. This request is handled by the ProtocolManager that, in
turn, performs a scan on all available protocol implementations available on the gateway.
This is performed also on BLE protocol (via the Protocol implementation for
Bluetooth/BLE). The list of all available BLE devices nearby is presented to the user.
In the Second scenario the user selects the SensorTag device and asks AGILE to register
it (i.e. to persistently store its description into the Gateway configuration) in order to
handle then for further management and interaction. Device registration is handled by the
DeviceManager that in turn, instantiate a specific Device object corresponding to the
SensorTag selected by the user. The AGILE gateway will assign a unique device
identifier (Device ID) to the registered device and an “object path” (e.g.
iot.agile.device.SensorTag_xxx) in order to uniquely identify at API level (a D-Bus object
path) to allow then AGILE services to uniquely reference the new registered device.

5

See www.ti.com/sensortag for more information on this type of device.
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Figure 9: AGILE Scenario: BLE device discovery and registration
In the following scenario the user asks the AGILE gateway to display some temperature
samples sensed by the SensorTag device. The connection and the request for temperature
data reading is handled by the AGILE Device object; this object offers a generic interface
(the AGILE Device API) that, according to a “Façade” design pattern, offers a common
interface to developers to allow them to interact with all devices handled by AGILE,
independently from the specific protocol that is used to communicate with it. The specific
behavior regarding device connection and sensor reading is instead handled by the
specific protocol that the device is using to communicate and that is determined by the
Device object via “type introspection” (using the value of the internal “protocol” and
“profile” device properties).
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Figure 10: AGILE Scenario: BLE device connection, sensor reading and sensor data
subscription.
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Appendix I - The AGILE API
The AGILE API specifies the structure of objects, each of them being structured in
methods and properties, and data types that will define the AGILE API.
The online live version of the AGILE API can be found at the following link:
http://agile-iot.github.io/agile-api-spec/build/html/api.html
In AGILE this API will be made available according two different ways:
A. As a D-Bus interface: in this case D-Bus Objects will correspond to AGILE
objects and will maintain the AGILE objects path; AGILE methods will be
mapped onto D-Bus methods and AGILE properties;
B. As a restful API: in this case restful calls will be mapped according to object
paths, methods will become suffix of HTTP path and arguments …
For example: iot.agile.Device object, read (sensorName) will become:
GET http://iot.agile.local/Device/read/?sensorName=…
In the following section AGILE API Objects and Types are described in detail.

Ø Objects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

iot.agile.Apps
iot.agile.Device
iot.agile.DeviceManager
iot.agile.Protocol
iot.agile.ProtocolManager
iot.agile.Network
iot.agile.Storage.Driver
iot.agile.Storage.DriverManager
iot.agile.Storage

Ø Types
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

StatusType
ChannelTypeEnum
DeviceStreamChannel
DeviceStream
DeviceDefinition
ProtocolDevice
ProtocolStatus
ProtocolProfile
ProtocolOverview
DriverStatus
RecordObject
KeyValue
BaseQuery
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Ø iot.agile.Apps
Apps API enable the management of AGILE apps and components
Properties
•

Logs

String

System path to Apps log file. Contains per-app
filterable output.
Access type
•

Object*

Settings

Access type
Methods
•

Boolean

Start(

String

app ,

Array

params )

Arguments
o

String

app

Application name to start
o

Array[String]

params

Application parameters to pass
Example
`[ --start, --verbose, --config, ~/myapp/config.json ]`

Return type
o

Boolean

Return information regarding the operation
results.
•

Number

Stop(

String

app )

Arguments
o

String

app
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Application name to stop
Return type
o

Number

Return the exit code, if available.
•

Boolean

Restart(

String

app )

Arguments
o

String

app

Application name to restart
Return type
o
•

Boolean

Boolean

Install(

String

app )

Arguments
o

String

app

Application name to install
Return type
o
•

Boolean

Boolean

Uninstall(

String

app )

Arguments
o

String

app

Application name to uninstall
Return type
o
•

Object

Boolean

Status(

String

app )

Arguments
o

String

app
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Application name to uninstall
Return type
o

Object
Boolean running
String message
Number pid

§
§
§

Ø iot.agile.Device
Properties
•

String

Id

The unique device id in the gateway
Access type
•

String

Name

The device name
Access type
•

StatusType

Status

Indicate the current device status
Access type
•

KeyValue

Configuration

User configurations storage
Access type
•

Object*

Profile

Contains protocol specific provided information on
device in order to handle at Protocol level the
specific implementation
Access type
•

Number

LastUpdate
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A UNIX timestamp to indicate the last data update
received by the Device
Access type
•

Object*

Data

Retain the most recent updates of a sensor or data
stream, received asynchronously from Subscribe call
Access type
•

Protocol
Device-specific communication Protocol instance.
Available to access protocol specific methods and
properties
Access type

Methods
•

Execute(

Object

String

op ,

Object*

payload )

Execute an operation on the device triggering the
underline Protocol implementation
Arguments
o

op

String

Operation name or code as string
o

Object*

payload

Payload for the Protocol command
Return type
o

Object

§
§
§
•

Object*

Boolean, result
Number resultCode
Object* response

Connect( )

Return type
o

Object*
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Disconnect( )

Return type
o
•

void

Object*

Read(

String

sensorName )

Arguments
o

String

sensorName

Return type
•

o Object*
Boolean Write( String

sensorName ,

Object*

data )

Arguments
o
o

String sensorName
Object* data

Return type
•

o Boolean
Boolean Subscribe( String

sensorName ,

Object*

params )

Enable subscription to a specific sensor or data
stream, triggering the underlying Protocol
implementation if supported.
Arguments
o
o

String sensorName
Object* params

Custom parameters to pass, like eg. frequency
Return type
o

Boolean

Ø iot.agile.DeviceManager
Properties
•

Array[iot.agile.Device]

Devices

Return all registered devices
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Access type
Methods
•

Array Find( An query object to search for a device
, BaseQuery type )

description

Search for devices by specific criteria
Arguments
o
o

An query object to search for a device
BaseQuery type

description

Return type
o

Array[iot.agile.Device]

A list with all matching registered devices
results, eventually sorted and sliced
•

String

Create(

DeviceDefinition

device )

Create (register) a new device in the manager
Arguments
o

DeviceDefinition

device

Return type
o

String

Return the AGILE Device ID, unique to identify
the device in the gateway
•

DeviceDefinition

Read(

String

Id )

Load a device definition by its ID
Arguments
o

String

Id

Return type
o

DeviceDefinition
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Return the AGILE Device UUID, unique to identify
the device in the gateway
•

Boolean

Update(

String

Id ,

DeviceDefinition

Definition )

Updates a device definition by its ID
Arguments
o
o

String Id
DeviceDefinition

Definition

Return type
•

o Boolean
Boolean Delete( String

Id ,

DeviceDefinition

Definition )

Delete a device definition by its ID. This will
deactivate the Device DBus object
Arguments
o
o

String Id
DeviceDefinition

Definition

Return type
•

o Boolean
Boolean Batch( Enum

Op ,

Object*

Arguments )

Performa a batch operation over a set of devices.
Arguments
o

o

Op
§ Create
§ Update
§ Delete
§ Read
Object* Arguments

Enum

An object to be passed to the underlying function
call (Create, Update, Delete, Read)
Return type
o

Boolean
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Ø iot.agile.Protocol
A Protocol object abstract operations over a specific
protocol implementation. Every Device has one Protocol used
to establish and use a communication exchange.
Properties
•

ProtocolStatus

Status

Access type r,s
•

String

Driver

Driver unique code name
Access type r
Example
ble
•

String

Name

Driver name
Access type r
•

RecordObject

Data

Store the last record(s) received by a Read or
Subscribe operation. Is up to the Protocol
implementation decide how. Devices will receive data
from different sensor an will need to filter out the
correct ones
Access type r,s
•

ProtocolDevice

Devices

Access type r,s
Methods
•

void

Connect(

String

deviceId )

Abstract a connection, setup or initialization phase
for a Protocol
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Arguments
o

String

deviceId

The protocol internal id rapresenting a device
Return type
•

o
void

void

Disconnect(

String

deviceId )

Abstract disconnect, tear down or uninitailization
process for a Protocol, may be disconnection or
deinitialization
Arguments
o

String

deviceId

The protocol internal id rapresenting a device
Return type
•

o
void

void

Discover( )

Initiate a discovery operation
Return type
•

o void
Object* Write( String

destination ,

Object*

arguments )

Send data over the protocol
Arguments
o
o

String destination
Object* arguments

Return type
•

o Object*
RecordObject Read( String

name ,

Object*

arguments )

Read data over the Protocol, may be cached in the Data
property depending on implementation to save resources
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Arguments
o

String

name

Human readable data source name as defined in the
ProtocolProfile object
o

arguments

Object*

Return type
•

o RecordObject
RecordObject Subscribe( String

name ,

Object*

arguments )

Subscribe to data updates over the Protocol
Arguments
o

String

name

Human readable data source name as defined in the
ProtocolProfile object
o

Object*

arguments

Return type
o

RecordObject

Ø iot.agile.ProtocolManager
Properties
•

Array[ProtocolDevice]

Devices

Contains the list of devices returned by each Protocol
specific discovery, where available
Access type r,s
•

Array[ProtocolOverview]

Protocols

The list of managed Protocols
Access type r,s
Methods
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Discover( )

Start discovery on all the managed Protocols
Return type
•

o

void

void

Add(

String

protocol )

Add a new Protocol
Arguments
o

String

protocol

Return type
o
•

void

void

Remove(

String

protocol )

Remove a managed Protocol
Arguments
o

String

protocol

Return type
o

void

Ø iot.agile.Network
Properties
•

Boolean

Status

Indicates if an internet connection is available
Access type
•

Array[String]

Connections

List available internet connections
Access type r,s
•

Array[String]

Devices
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List available network system devices
Access type
Methods
•

CreateAP(
password )
void

String

subnet ,

String

gateway ,

String

Create a local access point
Arguments
o

String

subnet

A valid subnet to use to setup the access point
Example
10.0.0.0/8
o

String

gateway

The default gateway to use for routing / natting
Example
192.168.0.1
o

String

password

The default access password / key used to login
depending on AP setup
•

void

ScanWiFi( )

Search for available WiFi
Return type
o

void

Ø iot.agile.Storage.Driver
A Driver component is in charge of data storage and
retrieval on a specific implementation. It may be a local
database or an online services via APIs
Properties
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Name

String

The driver friendly name
Access type r
•

Enabled
Access type

•

DriverStatus

Status

Indicate the overall status of the Driver.
Access type r
•

Boolean

Error

Indicates if an error occured. May be reset once
notified.
Access type r,w,s
•

Object

Params

Contains Driver specific configurations
Access type r,w
•

String

Logs

A system path to read the logs from
Access type
Methods
•

String

Create(

RecordObject

record )

Creates a record
Arguments
o

RecordObject

record

Return type
o

String
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Return the Id of the created record
•

RecordObject

Read(

String

id )

Load a record by Id
Arguments
o

String

id

Return type
o

RecordObject

Return the corresponding record
•

void

Update(

String

id ,

RecordObject

record )

Updates a record
Arguments
o
o

String id
RecordObject

record

Return type
•

o
void

void

Delete(

String

id )

Delete a record by Id
Arguments
o

String

id

Return type
o
•

Array

void

Find(

BaseQuery

query )

Search for a set of records by criterias
Arguments
o

BaseQuery

query

Return type
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Array[RecordObject]

Ø iot.agile.Storage.DriverManager
The DriverManager component is in charge for handling the
status of different Drivers available in the system.
Properties
•

Array[iot.agile.Storage.Driver]

Enabled

List of enabled Drivers.
Access type
•

Array[iot.agile.Storage.Driver]

List

List of all available Drivers.
Access type
Methods
•

void

Add(

String

driver ,

Boolean

enable )

Add a driver reference instance
Arguments
o

String

driver

The driver instance to be added
Example
iot/agile/Storage/Driver/Influx0
o

Boolean

enable

Specify if the Driver should be enabled and
immediately available
Return type
•

o
void

void

Remove(

String

driver )

Remove (and implicitly disable) a driver reference
instance
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Arguments
o

String

driver

The driver instance
Example
iot/agile/Storage/Driver/Sqlite0

Return type
o
•

void

void

Enable(

String

driver )

Enable a driver reference instance
Arguments
o

String

driver

The driver instance
Example
iot/agile/Storage/Driver/Sqlite0

Return type
o
•

void

void

Disable(

String

driver )

Disable a driver reference instance
Arguments
o

String

driver

The driver instance
Example
iot/agile/Storage/Driver/Sqlite0

Return type
o
•

Object

void

Status(

String

driver )
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Query a Driver to report the current status.
Arguments
o

String

driver

The driver instance
Example
iot/agile/Storage/Driver/Sqlite0

Return type
o

Object

§
§
§

Boolean enabled
DriverStatus status
String logs

A system path where to read the Driver logs
Example
/var/log/agile-driver/storage.log

Ø iot.agile.Storage
The Storage component offer an abstraction for Devices to
store and fetch data in a generic way. Write operations
happens on all the enabled Drivers; Failure of a single
Driver doesn't make faile the whole write but only reported
Read operations work on a default driver, if specified,
which acts as preferred source. In case default is not
available or fails, read will be executed in cascade on the
enabled Driver. If none replies the operation fails.
Properties
•

Array[iot.agile.Storage.Driver]

Connections

Access type
Methods
•

String

Create(

RecordObject

record )

Creates a record
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Arguments
o

RecordObject

record

Return type
o

String

Return the Id of the created record
•

RecordObject

Read(

String

Id )

Load a record by Id
Arguments
o

String

Id

Return type
o

RecordObject

Return the corresponding record
•

void

Update(

String

Id ,

RecordObject

Record )

Updates a record
Arguments
o
o

String Id
RecordObject

Record

Return type
•

o
void

void

Delete(

String

Id )

Delete a record by Id
Arguments
o

String

Id

Return type
o
•

Array

void

Find(

BaseQuery

query )
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Search for a set of records by criterias
Arguments
o

BaseQuery

query

Return type
o

Array[RecordObject]

Ø Types
Ø ·
•
•

StatusType

CONNECTED
DISCONNECTED

Ø ·
•
•
•
•
•

Enum

Enum

ChannelTypeEnum

Number
String
Boolean
GeoPoint
Object

Ø ·

Object

DeviceStreamChannel

A channel contains a single measurement value of a sensor
•
•

String name
ChannelTypeEnum

Ø ·

Object

type

DeviceStream

A stream contains a set of measurement values for a sensor
•
•

String name
Array[DeviceStreamChannel]

Ø ·

Object

channels

DeviceDefinition

A device definition that contains information describing
the current device
•
•
•

String
String
String

id
name
description
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path

DBus specific path to reach the object instance
•
•

Object* properties
Array[DeviceStream] streams

Ø ·

Array[Object]

ProtocolDevice

List all devices a Protocol knows about. The list is
updated by the Discover method. Devices may be provisioned
programmatically during the initialization phase.
•

Object

o
o
o

String name
String id
Enum status

§
§

Ø ·

Enum

CONNECTED
DISCONNECTED

ProtocolStatus

Identify a status of the Protocol, indicating if
operational (AVAILABLE) or if for some reason further userside checks are required.
•
•
•
•
•

AVAILABLE
NOT_CONFIGURED
UNAVAILABLE
DISABLED
FATAL

Ø ·

Object*

ProtocolProfile

A Protocol set of settings that translate human readable
properties to actual Protocol implementation details. For
example, the user request the temperature value over a BLE
connected device and the Protocol receive all the specific
informations (like services and characteristics ids) to
enable the data reading.

Ø ·
•
•
•

Object

ProtocolOverview

String name
String id
ProtocolStatus

status
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•

DriverStatus

ACTIVE
NOT_CONFIGURED
ERROR
FAILURE

Ø ·
•
•
•
•

Enum
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Object

String
String
String
Number

RecordObject

DeviceId
StreamId
ChannelId
LastUpdate

A UNIX timestamp rapresenting the last update of a
record
•

KeyValue

Channels

A list of key/value matching those indicated in the
DeviceDefinition

Ø ·

Object*

KeyValue

A list of key/value pairs

Ø ·
•

Object

Object*

BaseQuery

Criteria

A key-value series of field-value to query for. - Use
`*` to indicate a fuzzy search - Use an Array to
indicate an IN like query
•

Object*

OrderBy

A key-value series of field-value to order the result
for.
•

Number

Limit

The limit of records founds to return
•

Number

Offset

The position for the first record to take from the
list of results
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Appendix II - AGILE OSS Evaluation
This is a snapshot of the current analysis for third party open source components
integration in the AGILE framework. This list has to be considered as the result of ongoing analysis, and as such will be re-evaluated during design and development of various
AGILE software components.
The list hereafter is alive document that can be found in the AGILE open source GitHub
repository: https://github.com/Agile-IoT/awesome-open-iot
It is also worth mentioning that the listing and evaluation of the Open Source components
is performed as a collaborative task between the AGILE project members and the IoT
developer’s community, as an open process where anyone can participate and provide
feedback.
Protocols and Standards
•

Connectivity
o 6LoWPAN
§
o

802.15.4

o

Bluetooth 4.0, Bluetooth Smart (BLE)
§ Bluez, exposed via DBus NetworkManager
§ GO, https://github.com/paypal/gatt
§ node, https://github.com/sandeepmistry/noble
§ bluez.snap http://bazaar.launchpad.net/~bluetooth/bluez/snapcore-rolling/view/head:/doc/overview.md
enOcean
§ Python library for EnOcean serial protocol
https://github.com/kipe/enocean
§ OpenHab bindings
https://github.com/openhab/openhab/wiki/EnOcean-Binding
§ The EnJ EnOcean Java library
https://github.com/dog-gateway/enj-library
§ node.js serialport-enocean-parser for serialport
https://www.npmjs.com/package/serialport-enocean-parser
Ethernet
§ exposed via DBus NetworkManager
KNX
§ OpenHab bindings
https://github.com/openhab/openhab/wiki/KNX-Binding

§

o

o
o

§

node.js eibd client (EIB/KNX daemon)
https://github.com/andreek/node-eibd

o

LoRA

o

NB-IoT

o

Near field communication (NFC)
§ GO https://github.com/fuzxxl/nfc
§ Nodejs https://github.com/camme/node-nfc
§ Java https://github.com/grundid/nfctools

§

To be analyzed

§
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Java http://open-nfc.org/wp/

“Raw” RF
§ To be analyzed
o RS-232
§ GO, https://github.com/dustin/go-rs232
§ Java, http://pi4j.com/example/serial.html
§ JS, ?, https://www.npmjs.com/package/serialport2
o RS-485
§ To be analyzed
o Sigfox
§ To be analyzed
o Wi-Fi
§ Integrated, avail via NetworkManager DBus API
o Zigbee
§ (See later)
Messaging
o CoAP
o

•

java, http://www.eclipse.org/californium/
go, https://github.com/dustin/go-coap
node, https://github.com/mcollina/node-coap
Modbus
§
§
§

o

§

C, https://github.com/stephane/libmodbus

§

Python, https://github.com/bashwork/pymodbus

§

GO, https://github.com/goburrow/modbus

§

Nodejs, https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-modbus-stack

o

MQTT

o

(client, multilanguage) Paho, https://eclipse.org/paho
C/C++, http://mosquitto.org/
java, https://github.com/andsel/moquette
nodejs https://www.npmjs.com/package/mqtt
MQTT-SN
§
§
§
§
§

o

C/C++ http://www.eclipse.org/paho/clients/c/embedded-sn/

WebSockets
§

Java 8, native support https://tyrus.java.net/

§

Java, https://github.com/TooTallNate/Java-WebSocket

§

Java WS server , jetty
http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/documentation/current/javawebsocket-server-api.html

§

GO https://github.com/gorilla/websocket

§

Nodejs https://www.npmjs.com/package/nodejs-websocket
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Python https://pypi.python.org/pypi/websockets

Data Encoding
o CBOR
§ http://cbor.io/impls.html
o XML
o JSON
o OGC SensorML
§ Java, https://github.com/sensiasoft/lib-sensorml
§ Nodejs, schema validation/generation
https://www.npmjs.com/package/ogc-schemas
§ GO, xsd struct generator https://github.com/ivarg/goxsd
o Protocol Buffers
§ GO, Java, Python, C*, https://developers.google.com/protocolbuffers/
§ https://github.com/nanopb/nanopb
Remote management
o LWM2M
§ java, https://github.com/eclipse/leshan
§ go, https://github.com/zubairhamed/betwixt
§ nodejs https://github.com/telefonicaid/lwm2m-node-lib
§ C, http://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.wakaama
§ C, https://www.mbed.com/en/development/software/
o OMA-DM
§ To be analyzed
o OneM2M
§ Java, http://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.om2m
o OpenFlow
§
o

SNMP
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

•

Java http://www.snmp4j.org/
Go https://github.com/alouca/gosnmp
Go https://gowalker.org/github.com/soniah/gosnmp
Node https://github.com/joyent/node-snmpjs
Node https://github.com/calmh/node-snmp-native
Python http://pysnmp.sourceforge.net/

Security
o DNS-SEC
§ Java https://github.com/ibauersachs/dnssecjava
§ GO https://github.com/miekg/dns
§ Python https://github.com/rthalley/dnspython
§ Nodejs https://github.com/tjfontaine/node-dns
o DTLS
§ Java, (CoAP+DTLS) Scandium
http://www.eclipse.org/californium/
§ ? https://projects.eclipse.org/proposals/tinydtls
§ Go, https://github.com/cfromknecht/dtls
§ Go, https://github.com/xhs/godtls
§ nodejs , https://github.com/Rantanen/node-dtls ⇐ this does not
seem to be OSS
§ nodejs, https://www.npmjs.com/package/node_dtls
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Go https://github.com/RangelReale/osin
Go, https://github.com/golang/oauth2
Go https://github.com/RichardKnop/go-oauth2-server
nodejs , https://github.com/jaredhanson/passport-oauth2
nodejs , https://www.npmjs.com/package/node-oauth2-server
Java, https://oltu.apache.org/
Java, http://projects.spring.io/spring-security-oauth/
Java, https://github.com/yoichiro/oauth2-server
Python https://github.com/wndhydrnt/python-oauth2

TLS
§

§
§
§
•

Python https://pypi.python.org/pypi/Dtls/0.1.0

oAuth
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

o
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GO https://golang.org/pkg/crypto/x509/
• gist
https://gist.github.com/michaljemala/d6f4e01c4834bf47a9
c4
• Openshift example,
https://github.com/openshift/origin/blob/master/pkg/auth/a
uthenticator/request/x509request/x509.go
Nodejs https://www.npmjs.com/package/x509
Java, eg https://github.com/Jasig/cas/tree/master/cas-serversupport-x509
Python https://github.com/nimbis/django-x509-auth

“Full-stack”
o OIC/OCF
§ http://oneiota.org/
§ RAML implementations, http://raml.org/projects/projects
o AllJoyn
§ C/C++ https://allseenalliance.org/framework/download
o Zigbee
§ GO https://github.com/ninjasphere/go-zigbee
§ GO https://github.com/ninjasphere/driver-go-zigbee
§ Node https://github.com/ninjablocks/node-zigbee
§ Node https://github.com/jankolkmeier/xbee-api
§ Java https://github.com/tlaukkan/zigbee4java
§ Java https://github.com/andrewrapp/xbee-api
§ Python https://pypi.python.org/pypi/XBee

Libraries & Tools
Gateway UI
• OS like UI, js html http://osjsv2.0o.no/
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=211&v=bDlbblG4FsE
• router UI, js html https://github.com/mkschreder/juci
o tightly dependant to openwrt http api
• js + php backend, easily rewritable https://github.com/billz/raspap-webgui
o focused on building an AP
Protocols / Spec Implementations
• RaspberryPI → GPIO / I2C / SPI / PWM / UART
o JAVA, http://pi4j.com/
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GO, http://gobot.io/
GO, various platform, https://github.com/kidoman/embd
nodejs, http://pijs.io/
python https://github.com/metachris/RPIO
python, SPI https://github.com/doceme/py-spidev
(HAL) go http://embd.kidoman.io/
wiringPI http://wiringpi.com/
UART / Serial, go, https://github.com/tarm/serial

BLE
o
o
o

GO, https://github.com/paypal/gatt
node, https://github.com/sandeepmistry/noble
bluez.snap http://bazaar.launchpad.net/~bluetooth/bluez/snap-corerolling/view/head:/doc/overview.md

o

•

•

•

•

•

USB / HID
o libusb, GO, https://github.com/boombuler/hid
o libudev, node.js, https://www.npmjs.com/package/usb
o java, cross-platform https://github.com/nyholku/purejavahidapi
o python http://walac.github.io/pyusb/
ZWave
o nodejs, https://github.com/jperkin/node-openzwave
o java, https://github.com/whizzosoftware/WZWave
o python https://github.com/OpenZWave/python-openzwave
mDNS
o GO, https://github.com/hashicorp/mdns
o GO, https://github.com/oleksandr/bonjour
o nodejs, http://agnat.github.io/node_mdns/
o java, https://code.google.com/archive/p/mdnsjava/
o python https://code.google.com/archive/p/pybonjour/
UDEV
o
o
o
o
o

GO, https://github.com/jessta/udev
GO https://github.com/deniswernert/udev
node.js, https://www.npmjs.com/package/udev
java, https://github.com/nigelb/jlibudev
python https://pyudev.readthedocs.org/en/latest/

o
o

GO, http://github.com/godbus/dbus
nodejs, https://github.com/sidorares/node-dbus
§ Exposing DBus APIs for web apps
http://01org.github.io/cloudeebus/FOSDEM2013
java, http://dbus.freedesktop.org/doc/dbus-java/
python http://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/Software/DBusBindings/
C++ http://dbus-cxx.sourceforge.net/examples.html

DBUS

o
o
o

•

UPNP
go https://github.com/huin/goupnp
node https://github.com/oeuillot/upnpserver
java http://4thline.org/projects/cling/
LWM2M
o java, https://github.com/eclipse/leshan
o
o
o

•
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o
o
o
o

go, https://github.com/zubairhamed/betwixt
nodejs https://github.com/telefonicaid/lwm2m-node-lib
C, http://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.wakaama
C, https://www.mbed.com/en/development/software/

o
o
o

java, http://www.eclipse.org/californium/
go, https://github.com/dustin/go-coap
node, https://github.com/mcollina/node-coap

COAP

MQTT
(client, multilanguage) Paho, https://eclipse.org/paho
C/C++, http://mosquitto.org/
java, https://github.com/andsel/moquette
nodejs https://www.npmjs.com/package/mqtt
Allseen Alliance
o C/C++ https://allseenalliance.org/framework/download
Iotivity
o C/C++ https://www.iotivity.org/downloads
Full Stack solutions
o Kura, OSGi http://www.eclipse.org/kura/
o Eclipse Smarthome, Java, OSGi https://github.com/eclipse/smarthome
o OpenHab Java, OSGi https://github.com/openhab/openhab
Data visualization
o js, https://d3js.org/
o js, http://visjs.org/
o js, http://linkurio.us/toolkit/
o js, http://morrisjs.github.io/morris.js/
o (* http://okfnlabs.org/projects/ )
Containerization / App Launcher
o coreOS rkt https://github.com/coreos/rkt
§ https://coreos.com/blog/rocket/
o LXC / LXD https://linuxcontainers.org/lxd/introduction/
§ https://linuxcontainers.org/
o Docker https://www.docker.com/
§ Open Container Initiative
https://www.opencontainers.org/
o
o
o
o

•
•
•

•

•
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